BPX COMMITTEE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
June 7 – July 5, 2020

1. Meeting Minutes for June 9, 2020 accepted and sent to CMCDenver.org for posting; Electronic Communications May 5 – June 7 included

2. Approval of Backpacking Classifications by cmte; posted on CMCDenver.org and on cmc.org; also included in BPX webpage

3. Ride Share CV19 protocols accepted and posted on BPX webpage

4. Maddie Miller advised CV19 protocols allow overnight trips starting July 1; notice sent to leaders by TLC and included in June newsletter

5. Joint Trips – BPX Trail Inventory leaders for two trips previously identified; still need BPX leader for third trip

6. Definition of “Trips” being “when leader initiates activity” accepted by Keegan Young, CMC ED, who endorsed usage for BPX Leaders reporting hours on post trip schedule

7. Conservation Department raised issue of CPW requirement effective July 1, 2020 for hunting or fishing license when hiking or rafting in State Wilderness Areas; Conservation Dept and multiple outdoor recreation organizations provided comments to CPW and will make a unified presentation in July to CPW

8. Need for Research Function again identified as result of lack of official announcement to leaders through CMC channels

9. Request to DGC and approval by DGC for two complimentary annual memberships as recognition of BPX Leaders in October 2020

10. Request of Boulder Compass, Mile High Mountaineer, Trailblazer, RMOTHG newsletter editors to include BPX Leader Recruiting Ad in next three-monthly issues

11. Policies & Procedures Manual Draft provided by JW

June 6, 2020
12. Individual contacts made by LL to all BPX members who registered for more than 3 trips asking them to be considerate of other BPX members and limit registrations to 3 trips; response from one member indicating there was no limitation indicated at time trips were rolled out

13. TLC sent notice to potential leaders of the June 27th TLS webinar

14. Notice of call by Backpacker Magazine for Gear Tester Applications sent by Uwe to all BPX Trip Leaders; Uwe Sartori accepted as Backpacker Magazine Gear Tester – YAY Uwe!

15. ‘Join the Pack’ CMC Backpacking Section stickers sent to all BPX Leaders who claimed a trip and to all BPX members who were registered on a May or June trip or for Gear Checks which were canceled due to CV19 protocols